Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory
Bringing us closer to more effective treatments
for brain cancer patients and their families

All of us in the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory are thankful for your
personal commitment and generous and
important financial support for our work.
Your investment in our work enables us to
build capacity, obtain resources and instigate
trials that ultimately lead to better treatments
and improved quality of life for many people. In
this research update I will introduce to you the
people who have been working hard with the
help of your support, tell you about the progress
of our trials and resource collection and provide
you with information about our current projects
and where we see our next steps.
Thank you again for not only sharing your vision
with us of a better future for those diagnosed
with brain cancer, but for also partnering with us
to enable critical, life-saving research to continue.
With many thanks,

Prof Bryan Day
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Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory
The Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer laboratory studies the most common and aggressive
form of both adult brain cancer, Glioblastoma (GBM) and paediatric brain cancers,
Medulloblastoma and Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG).
The focus of our research is on understanding the molecular mechanisms which are
responsible for the initiation and recurrence of brain cancers and to develop and test new
and effective therapies to treat these aggressive diseases.

Our Vision
To continue to build an internationally competitive translational research program at QIMR
Berghofer MRI in both adult and paediatric brain cancer. Our focus and commitment is
to investigate the biological processes critical for the development of these aggressive
refractory cancers and bring these basic findings to clinical trials.
The challenge of identifying new targeted therapies with efficacy in brain cancer is
immense, especially since a combination of agents will almost certainly be required. The
Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory is investigating several promising projects,
aimed at developing strategies to firstly, target tumour-initiating cells and secondly, to better
understand GBM heterogeneity and validate combined approaches to achieve greater
responses for brain cancer sufferers.
Better outcomes are urgently needed as overall survival for brain cancer sufferers has
increased by months only in the last 50 years.
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Our progress: SFBC Laboratory clinical trial involvement
1. Clinical Assessment of Ifabotuzumab (anti-EphA3) in Relapsed or Refractory GBM
This clinical trial has been instigated based on Professor Day’s and Professor Andrew Boyd’s discoveries of
the role of EphA3 in GBM. The trial is a multicentre, phase I dose escalation study to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of KB004 when given weekly by two hour IV infusion to patients with relapsed or refractory GBM.
The study is being conducted in both Melbourne (Austin) Dr Hui Gan/Professor Andrew Scott and Brisbane
(RBWH) Dr Po Inglis/Dr Paul Thomas. This trial is supported by a generous donation of $500,000 from the
Cure Brain Cancer Foundation.

2. Clinical Assessment of HDAC Inhibitors in GBM
A clinical trial is currently underway in collaboration with Associate Professor Jennifer Martin to measure the
efficacy of histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors in GBM. The SFBC Laboratory has been actively involved in
trial design and is responsible for collecting specimens from patients recruited to the trial for assessment of
HDAC inhibitor concentration in the CSF.

3. Assessment of the EphA2 mAb, 4B3 as an Effective GBM Imaging Agent
In collaboration Professor Stephen Rose (UQCCR) and the Herston Imaging Research Facility (HIRF) and Dr
Simon Puttick (AIBN) we are preparing a first-in-man study as a proof of concept that the EphA2 mAb (4B3)
can be used as an effective imaging agent in GBM. Our animal studies show that 64Cu-4B3 is better able to
discriminate tumour from normal brain with less non-specific uptake than 18F-DOPA.

4. Using molecular-guided PET/MRI imaging to target hypoxia in glioblastoma
A preclinical study to identify novel pathways and define molecular signatures associated with hypoxia and
poor patient outcome.
In collaboration Professor Stephen Rose (UQCCR) and radiation oncologist Dr Benjamin Chua (RBWH) we
are undertaking a study to collect tissue from GBM patients. Pre-operatively we will assess hypoxic versus
normoxic regions via PET/MRI imaging at the HIRF, using an [18F]-FMISO radiotracer (Professor Rose and Dr
Chua). Imaging information will be used to guide surgery. Resected regions of hypoxia versus normoxia will be
isolated and tumour tissue transferred to the SFBC Laboratory for molecular analysis. (Dr Jeffree,
Dr Inglis, Dr Lwin). Hypoxic versus normoxic tissue will be analysed using the digital genomic NanoString
technology, RNA sequencing and proteomics analysis (Dr Lim and Professor Day)
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Laboratory Highlights 2019/2020
1. The Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory had 18 journal articles accepted and published in the past 12 months. The paper entitled The
Dystroglycan Receptor Maintains Glioma Stem Cells in the Vascular Niche was published in Acta Neuropathologica in December 2019. Acta
Neuropathologica is a world-leading journal in neurological disease with an impact factor of 18.1.
2. Funding for the QIMR Berghofer arm of the Children’s Brain Cancer Initiative (formerly the Centre for Child and Adolescent Brain Cancer Research)
was received in December 2019. Prof Day continues to play a vital role in the Directorship of this initiative with the aim to significantly advance the
treatment and management of paediatric brain cancer.
3. Prof Bryan Day and his team hosted the first ever QLD Adult Brain Cancer Workshop in February 2020. This day sought to bring together the
expertise and diverse perspectives of those in the brain cancer space. Since this meeting, the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory has begun
planning a new clinical trial using neoadjuvant technologies.

Children’s Brain Cancer Initiative Launch 2019

QLD Adult Brain Cancer Workshop 2020
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Resources and Technology Update
Glioblastoma Organoid (GBO) Culture
Most of the current primary brain cancer cell
lines in the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research
Laboratory are cultured in two dimensions on the
surface of a cell culture flask. Two dimensional
(2D) in-vitro models have their limitations and are
best suited in studies of cell-intrinsic properties.
In comparison, three-dimensional (3D) tumour
models mirror in-vivo tumour biology and drug
response more faithfully. 3D tumour models
also allow us to better study the tumour
microenvironment and showcase the complexity
of in-vivo animal models. They are therefore an
important tool in the field of cancer research.
In collaboration with Prof. James Hudson (QIMR
Berghofer) and Prof. Nikolas Haass (University of
Queensland), we have established a glioblastoma
organoid (GBO) culture technique that allows us
to recreate miniature tumour models.

Initially, we seek to assess the genes associated
with therapy resistance (e.g. DNA repair pathway
gene expression) and also analyse potentially
targetable oncogenes present in resistant cell
populations.
Based on our findings, we will initiate a number of
multi-arm drug targeting studies to assess viable
therapies that can also be used with current
standards of care.
Future studies will seek to assess the contribution
of the immune system (microglia cells) to therapy
resistance within these organoid cultures. If
positive findings are generated, future therapies
or novel gene targets will be explored using
orthotropic animal models.

Fluorescently coloured tumour cells, “normal”
human neuronal and innate immune cells
(microglia cells) are used to track GBM
heterogeneity, monitor cell-to-cell interactions and
better observe therapy responses.
Therapy resistant cells are isolated by cell sorting
and then compared to the control-treated cells.
To assess mechanisms of resistance, RNAsequencing will be performed on the resistance
versus the control cells.

Patient-derived GBM organoid
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QIMR Berghofer Tissue and Culture Tumour Bank & Q-Cell
The QIMR Berghofer Tissue and Culture Tumour bank is now in its 11th year of operation. Prof Day and his team have been collaborating closely with
the neurosurgeons at the Royal Brisbane and Women’s hospital to maintain this tumour bank. To-date, we have collected a total of 327 brain tumour
samples from consenting patients.
With 140 primary cell lines now established, 12 cell lines have been extensively characterised by our team. This panel of patient-derived GBM cell lines
are urgently needed and are highly sought after in pre-clinical cancer research. These models are freely available to the scientific community through
the lab’s Q-Cell resource. In the past 12 months, this resource has had over 20 different national and international laboratories requesting access to this
panel of cell lines. Additionally, over 40 publications have cited the use of our Q-Cell resource in subsequent research.
Our team is working tirelessly to ensure that collaborators in the brain cancer community have access to these materials to ignite additional discoveries
in the treatment of this disease.

Pair-matched GBM Tumours
With a focus on tumour heterogeneity, we aim to characterise our unique set of 16 pair-matched primary and
recurrent GBM tumours that are now available in our adult brain cancer tumour bank. This will be achieved through
the use of single cell RNA-sequencing.
This new technology allows us to look at the gene expression in individual tumour cells. Single cell RNA-sequencing
allows us to better understand the tumour portion responsible for its aggressive character and subsequent
recurrence.
Findings from these experiments will then be put to the test in the GBM organoid models. This allows us to test the
effect of anti-tumour drugs in a relatively quick and cost-effective way. The drug candidates that will be discovered in
this process are then able to undergo testing using our well-established patient-derived intracranial xenograft mouse
model (PDX).

Paediatric Brain Cancer Initiative
The Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory has progressed its research in both Medulloblastoma and Diffuse
Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) with the establishment of a Paediatric Brain Cancer Tumour Bank.
To-date, 12 Medulloblastoma and three DIPG samples have been collected from the Queensland Children’s Tumour
Bank (QCTB). In addition to this, we have collaborated with Stanford University to obtain a further seven DIPG cell
lines. We have also obtained six Medulloblastoma patient derived xenograft models from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Centre in Seattle.
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Publication Update
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Kalita-de Croft P, Lim M, Chittoory H, de Luca XM, Kutasovic
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HER4 and phospho-YAP(S127) in human breast cancers and
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Oncology. 2020 July 31. IF = 5.700
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Kordowski A, Li Y, Stringer BW, Alexander H, Lwin Z, Inglis
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Glioblastoma Resource: Proteomics Analysis Reveals Unique
Cell-States are Maintained in 3D Culture. Cells. 2020 February
2, 9(2), 267. IF = 5.656

16. Hallal S, Mallawaaratchy DM, Wei H, Ebrahimkhani S, Stringer
BW, Day BW, Boyd AW, Guillemin GJ, Buckland ME, Kaufman
KL. Extracellular vesicles released by glioblastoma cells
stimulate normal astrocytes to acquire a tumor-supportive
phenotype via p53 and MYC signaling pathways. Molecular
Neurobiology. 2019 June 1, 56(6), 4566-4581. IF = 5.076

2.

O’Brien EA, Ensbey KS, Day BW, Baldock PA, Barry G. Direct
evidence for transport of RNA from the mouse brain to the
germline and offspring. BMC Biology. 2020 April 30, 18(1), 45.
IF = 6.723
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Li M, Nishio S, Naruse C, Riddell M, Sapski S, Katsuno T, Hikita
T, Smith FM, Cooper LT, Lee MG, Asano M, Boettger T, Krueger
M, Wietelmann A, Graumann J, Day BW, Boyd AW, Offermanns
S, Kitajiri S, Usami S and Nakayama M. Digenic inheritance
of mutations in EPHA2 and SLC26A4 in Pendred syndrome.
Nature Communications. 2020 March 12. IF = 11.880

Gedye C, Sachchithananthan M, Leonard R, Jeffree RL,
Buckland ME, Ziegler DS, Graeber MB, Day BW, McDonald KL,
BCBA Consortium and Nowak AK. Driving innovation through
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brain cancer biobanking. Neuro-Oncology Practice. 2020
January 31, 7(1), 31-37. IF = 10.091

17. Stringer BW*, Day BW*, D’Souza RCJ, Jamieson PR, Ensbey
KS, Bruce ZC, Lim YC, Goasdoué K, Offenhäuser C, Akgul S,
Allan S, Robertson T, Lucas P, Tollesson G, Campbell S, Winter
C, Do H, Dobrovic A, Inglis P, Jeffree RL, Johns TG, Boyd AW.
A reference collection of patient-derived cell line and xenograft
models of proneural, classical and mesenchymal glioblastoma.
Scientific Reports. 2019 March 20, 9 (4902). IF = 4.122
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Phoa AF, Recasens A, Gurgis FMS, Betts TA, Menezes SV,
Chau D, Nordfors K, Haapasalo H, Johns TG, Stringer BW,
Day BW, Buckland ME, Lalaoui N and Munoz L. MK2 Inhibition
induces p53-dependent Senescence in Glioblastoma Cells.
Cancers. Accepted March 9, 2020. IF = 6.102
Brighi C, Reid L, White AL, Genovesi LA, Kojic M, Millar A,
Bruce Z, Day BW, Rose S, Whittacker AK and Puttick S.
MR-guided focused ultrasound increases antibody delivery to
non-enhancing high-grade glioma. Neuro-Oncology Advances.
2020 March 5. IF = 10.091
Khanna A, Thoms J, Stringer BW, Chung S, Ensbey K, Jue TR,
Jahan Z, Subramanian S, Anande G, Shen H, Unnikrishnan
A, McDonald K, Day BW and Pimanda J. Constitutive CHK1
expression drives a pSTAT3-CIP2A circuit that promotes
glioblastoma cell survival and growth. Molecular Cancer
Research. Accepted February 2, 2020. IF = 4.484
Lim YC, Ensbey KS, Offenhäuser C, D’Souza RCJ, Cullen
JK, Stringer BW, Quek H, Bruce ZC, Kijas A, Cianfanelli V,
Mahboubi B, Smith F, Jeffree RL, Wiesmüeller L, Wiegmans AP,
Bain A, Lombard FJ, Roberts TL, Khanna KK, Lavin MF, Baek
K, Hamerlik P, Johns TG, Coster MJ, Boyd AW and Day BW.
Simultaneous Targeting of DNA Replication and Homologous
Recombination in Glioblastoma with a Polyether Ionophore.
Neuro-Oncology. 2020 Feb 20. doi: 10.1093/neuonc/noz159.
IF = 10.091

10. Kalita-de Croft P, Lim M, de Luca XM, Day BW, Saunus JM,
and Lakhani SR. Immunophenotyping of HER4/YAP axis in
breast cancer brain metastasis. bioRxiv. 2020 January 1.
11. Chen KS, Bridges CR, Lynton Z, Lim JWC, Stringer BW,
Rajagopal R, Wong K, Ganesan D, Ariffin H, Day BW, Richards
LJ and Bunt J. Transcription factors NFIA and NFIB induce
cellular differentiation in high-grade astrocytoma. Journal of
Neuro-Oncology. 2020 Jan 1,146(1), 41-53. IF = 3.129
12. Day BW, Lathia JD, Bruce ZC, D’Souza RCJ, Baumgartner U,
Ensbey KS, Lim YC, Stringer BW, Akgul S, Offenhauser C, Li Y,
Jamieson PR, Smith FM, Jurd CLR, Robertson T, Inglis PL, Lwin
Z, Jeffree R, Johns TG, Bhat KPL, Rich JN, Campbell KP, and
Boyd AW. The Dystroglycan Receptor Maintains Glioma Stem
Cells in the Vascular Niche. Acta Neuropathologica. 2019 Dec,
138(6), 1033-1052. IF = 18.1
13. Bark J, Kulasinghe A, Chua B, Day BW and Punyadeera C.
Circulating biomarkers in patients with glioblastoma. British
Journal of Cancer. 2019 Oct 31, 1-11. IF = 5.922

18. Fraser J, Essebier A, Brown AS, Davila PA, Sengar AS, Tu YS,
Ensbey KS, Day BW, Scott MP, Gronostajski RM, Wainwright
BJ, Boden M, Harvey TJ, Piper M. Granule neuron precursor
cell proliferation is regulated by NFIX and intersectin 1 during
postnatal cerebellar development. Brain Structure and
Function. 2019 March 4, 224(2), 811-827. IF = 5.618
19. Akgul S*, Patch AM*, D’Souza RCJ, Mukhopadhyay P, Nones
K, Kempe S, Kazakoff SH, Jeffree RL, Stringer BW, Pearson JV,
Waddell N and Day BW. Intratumoural Heterogeneity Underlies
Distinct Therapy Responses and Treatment Resistance in
Glioblastoma. Cancers. 2019 February 6, 11(2), 190. IF = 6.126
20. Neubauer HA, Tea MN, Zebol JR, Gliddon BL, Stefanidis C,
Moretti PAB, Pitman MR, Costabile M, Kular J, Stringer BW,
Day BW, Samuel MS, Bonder CS, Powell JA, Pitson SM.
Cytoplasmic dynein regulates the subcellular localization of
sphingosine kinase 2 to elicit tumor-suppressive functions in
glioblastoma. Oncogene. 2019 February, 38(8), 1151. IF =
8.459

14. Li Y, Song Q and Day BW. Phase I and phase II sonidegib and
vismodegib clinical trials for the treatment of paediatric and
adult MB patients: a systemic review and meta-analysis. Acta
Neuropathologica Communications. 2019 Dec, 7(1), 123. IF =
5.414
15. Abbassi RH, Recasens A, Indurthi DC, Johns TG, Stringer BW,
Day BW, Munoz L. Lower tubulin expression in glioblastoma
stem cells attenuates efficacy of microtubule-targeting agents.
ACS Pharmacology & Translational Science. 2019 July 30. IF =
4.325
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Professor Bryan W Day
Group Leader
BASc (Consumer Science), BSc Hons, PhD (Medical Science)
Professor Bryan W Day obtained his PhD from the
University of Queensland in 2008. He heads the
Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory at
the QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute
and is the current Sid Faithfull Fellow.

Bryan is a Principal Investigator in an ongoing
clinical trial with a focus on recurrent GBM.
He also plays a vital role in the Directorship for
the Children’s Brain Cancer Initiative (formerly
CCABCR).

Bryan and his team focus on the most common
and aggressive form of adult brain cancer,
Glioblastoma (GBM). His research interests also
extend to paediatric brain cancer, with a number
of active projects currently being carried out
in both Medulloblastoma and Diffuse Intrinsic
Pontine Glioma (DIPG).

Professor Day’s main research focus is on
understanding brain cancer cell biology and
identifying novel therapeutic agents to treat these
aggressive diseases in order to develop more
effective treatments for patients and improve their
quality of life.

Bryan is a past Director for the Australian Society
of Medical Research (ASMR) and is passionate
about maintaining the ongoing success and
sustainability of medical research in Australia.
Among Bryan’s achievements have been the
development of a brain tumour bank at QIMR
Berghofer and the characterisation of the receptor
EphA3 as a therapeutic target in brain cancer.
This research has led to clinical testing of a
novel EphA3 therapeutic antibody for aggressive
treatment refractory brain cancers.
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Dr Rochelle D’Souza
Research Officer
BSc (Microbiology/Zoology/Chemistry), MSc (Biotechnology), PhD (Biochemistry)
Having lost her grandmother to diabetes in her
formative years; Rochelle was determined to bring
about a meaningful change to both the treatment of
this disease and the quality of life for patients during
the course of treatment. With this goal in mind
she completed her basic training (a Bachelor’s and
Master’s) in Biological Science in India. Rochelle then
moved to the Max Planck Institute for Biochemistry
in Munich. Here she completed her doctoral studies
under the tutelage of Prof. Matthias Mann at who
is among the top proteomics (the study of proteins)
experts of the world.
Having completed her PhD in 2013, she then moved
to Australia where she was briefly based in Sydney
prior to joining the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research
Laboratory. She was drawn to join this team due to
its ground breaking work in translational brain cancer
research.
Despite decades of intensive research to better
understand the underlying biology of brain cancer,
there has been no real meaningful change in the
overall survival of patients in the last 30 years. This fact
resonates with Rochelle’s personal motto and is the
reason she comes to the lab everyday with the hope of
bringing a change in GBM treatment.

She was the lead author on a Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research initiative employing proteomics to analyse
the proteins in a subset of primary cell lines (Q-Cell)
which will guide biological and preclinical investigations
to better treat GBM.
One of the new advancements in therapeutic
approaches leverages the discovery that the protein
EphA3 belonging to the Eph-ephrin family, of which is
elevated in GBM and other cancers. Since EphA3 is
found on the surface of cells and is known to transmit
molecular signals into the cell, the protein as well as its
signaling route is an attractive target.
Rochelle and the team have generated compelling
data showing discrete expression between the EphA3
and its binding partner, ephrin A5. EphA3 is present on
the more proliferative stem cell-like GBM tissue, while
ephrin A5 is present on the more differentiated slower
proliferating tumour fraction. They hypothesise that
ephrin A5 could drive GBM cell differentiation, leading
to a less aggressive tumour cell phenotype.
Employing a global and innovative protein analysis tool
of mass spectrometry based phosphoproteomics,
Rochelle is investigating what signals are activated by
ephrin A5 and identifying novel druggable targets that
could better treat this devastating disease.

The team in the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research
Laboratory have set up a brain tumour and cell culture
bank that has close to 350 tumour specimens to-date
and generated 100 primary lines. This resource is
crucial to the success of Rochelle’s current projects
where she is studying abnormal cancer cell signaling
and analysing changes in protein and cell behaviour.
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Dr Carolin Offenhäuser
Research Officer
MSc (Biochemistry), PhD (Cell Biology)
Dr Carolin Offenhäuser is a postdoctoral researcher
in the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research
Laboratory. She joined QIMR Berghofer in 2012,
after obtaining her MSc in biochemistry from the
University of Tübingen (Germany) in 2007 and
her PhD in cell biology from the University of
Queensland in 2012. During her first postdoctoral
position under the mentorship of Prof Andrew Boyd,
a renowned scientist in the field of Eph receptor
biology and cancer, Carolin developed a keen
interested in exploring Eph receptor tyrosine kinases
as targets for cancer therapies.
In 2017 Carolin joined the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory under Professor Bryan Day to
take up the opportunity to work in one of the leading
brain cancer research laboratories in Australia.
She was drawn to this opportunity because she
believes that the lab’s vision and use of cutting
edge technology, availability of primary cell lines and
tumour tissues through its own brain tumour bank,
and availability of in-house antibodies for preclinical
studies are enabling highly translational research
projects. Carolin believes this will allow her to make
meaningful contributions to brain cancer research
that will shift how we treat brain cancer and improve
patient outcomes.
Building on findings from the Sid Faithfull Brain
Cancer Research Laboratory and her prior
experience, Carolin explores Eph receptor function
and therapeutic targeting in brain cancer. She aims
to develop more effective therapies for patients
faced with the devastating diagnosis of a brain
tumour.

In adult glioblastoma, the EphA3 receptor is
found on GBM stem cells where it is involved in
propagating tumours and promoting their invasive
nature. Tumour invasion makes complete surgical
resection impossible and contributes to tumour
recurrence. Carolin and the team have recently
shown that targeting of EphA3 with antibody-drug
conjugates (ADCs) can significantly reduce tumour
burden and improves outcome in preclinical GBM
models. This work was published at the end of 2018
in the journal Cancers.
Carolin is now part of a new initiative in the Sid
Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory,
which is spearheading research into developing
novel therapeutic strategies for paediatric brain
cancer under the umbrella of the Children’s Brain
Cancer Initiative. As part of this initiative, Carolin is
characterising EphA3 as a potential tumour-specific
therapeutic target in paediatric Medulloblastoma
and Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) and
explores the use of antibody-drug conjugates alone
and in combination with standard-of-care radiation
and chemotherapy.
The hope of this research is that we can develop
antibody-based tumour-specific therapies to
improve survival and de-escalate current therapies,
in particular radiation, to reduce long-term therapyrelated side effects in children.
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Dr Seçkin Akgül
Research Officer
BSc (Molecular Biology and Genetics), MSc (Cellular and Molecular Biology), PhD (Cellular
and Molecular Biology)
Prior to joining the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory, Dr Seçkin Akgül received his
Bachelor’s degree at Bilkent University in Turkey,
and completed his PhD at the University of Michigan
Medical School in the USA. Being well aware of the
cutting-edge science conducted at QIMR Berghofer
when he was in the USA, Seçkin was determined
to fly to Australia and become part of Brisbane’s
medical research community.
Seçkin’s motivation and drive to work with Prof
Bryan Day and his team came from his desire
to contribute to the scientific progress of brain
cancer research and through improved treatments,
ultimately serve society.
Having the desire to comprehend how a perfectly
normal cell transforms into a tumour, Seçkin is
driven to do whatever he can to help people with
cancer. His research is therefore dedicated to better
understanding a phenomenon called “intratumoural
heterogeneity”, which is one of the major factors
behind the varying treatment responses observed in
brain cancer patients.

Individual cells or compartments within a single
tumour mass are associated with different molecular
characteristics leading to many different tumour
behaviours. Since current diagnosis schema is
unable to fully recognise this molecular diversity
to guide specific treatment plans, the majority
of patients succumb to this disease while only a
minority respond well to treatment.
Seçkin and his colleagues have designed novel
models in the laboratory to create a comprehensive
spectrum of human brain cancer in order to
determine which unique tumour elements are
resistant to current therapies and to potentially
personalise therapeutic interventions to maximise
therapeutic benefit.
Dr Akgül is currently undertaking his medical training
at Griffith University while continuing to complete
research in the lab. He hopes to combine his
scientific expertise with his studies in medicine to
serve patients with these incurable diseases in the
most comprehensive way possible.
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Dr Michelle Li
Research Officer
BSc Hons (Pharmaceutical Science), MSc (Cancer Therapeutics), PhD (Medical Science)
Michelle Li completed her PhD studies in the Sid
Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory where
she explored novel therapeutic strategies for the
treatment of paediatric brain cancer. Prior to joining
this passionate group, Michelle worked in an
affiliated hospital of Peking University (Beijing, China)
as a tumour biology Research Assistant for 5 years.
This lab was located close to the radiotherapy
department in the hospital. Young patients,
especially children, came to the department with
their parents for post-surgery radiation therapy. Big
surgical scars and radiation skin markings were
very visible on their heads. Watching the children
and their parents deal with brain cancer prompted
Michelle to rethink her career path.
Michelle’s hope is that someday her research can
help these young patients to survive cancer. During
her PhD, she worked to establish and characterise
primary lines derived from medulloblastoma
and DIPG patients. Michelle used these cells to
investigate the Eph-ephrin signalling system and
other potential therapeutic targets.

Another fatal malignant brain tumour occurring in
young children is DIPG. Children typically do not
survive more than two years from diagnosis, even
with surgery, radiation and chemotherapy treatment.
Michelle has a keen interest in establishing a
reproducible protocol for culturing of primary
paediatric medulloblastoma and DIPG tumours
as building blocks to study Eph receptors as
therapeutic targets.
Additionally she would like to establish and
characterise a patient-derived xenograft
medulloblastoma and DIPG model for preclinical
drug evaluation.
These in vitro and in vivo studies
will provide us with a better understanding of
how Eph-ephrin signalling pathways are involved
in medulloblastoma and DIPG development and
progression, so that we can design personalised
target therapies to minimise toxicity and improve
quality of life in these patients.

Medulloblastoma is the most common malignant
brain tumour in children. Current treatments improve
patient survival but lead to severe side effects
due to high-dose chemotherapy and craniospinal
irradiation given at a young age.
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Dr Ulrich Baumgartner
Research Officer
Laboratory Technician Federal VET Diploma (Chemistry), BSc (Bioanalytic and Cell Biology),
MSc (Cell & Molecular Biology), PhD (Biochemistry)
Dr Ulrich Baumgartner is a Molecular and Cellular
Biologist with seven years of experience in the field
of oncology. His postgraduate and postdoctoral
work has had a strong focus on non-coding RNA
(microRNAs) and tyrosine kinase signalling in nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and GBM.
Prior to his academic career, Ulrich worked for
10 years at F. Hoffmann La Roche as a research
associate in organic chemistry and instrumental
analytics. Here he obtained rigorous training in a
broad spectrum of laboratory techniques.
Ulrich completed a Bachelor’s degree in Bioanalytic
and Cell Biology at the University of Applied
Sciences Northwester Switzerland and a Master’s
degree at the University of Bern. During this time he
investigated the role of small non-coding RNAs in
resistance mechanisms in NSCLS and GBM.
Based on this research, he obtained a Doctoral
degree in Biochemistry from the University of
Bern and was awarded the prestigious Dr. Lutz
Zwillenberg award in 2018 for an outstanding PhD
thesis.

Having first-hand experienced with the devastating
effects of cancer through a beloved family member,
Ulrich felt the urge to make a difference in how we
understand this disease.
This reason provided the adeqaute drive and desire
to join the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research
Laboratory. Ulrich was excited at the prospect of
joining a lab headed by Prof Bryan Day, a leading
scientistist in the field of adult and paediatric
brain cancer. The access to exceptional research
resources at QIMR Berghofer further enticed Ulrich
to make the move to Australia.
Ulrich aims to investigate tumour heterogeneity
and resistant mechanisms in primary and
recurrent GBM. To this end he is establishing a
tumour organoid model and applies single cell
RNA-sequencing to study the process leading
to resistance and recurrence. Ultimately, he aims
to support and help patients suffering from this
devastating malignancy.

After completing his PhD, Ulrich took on the role
of compliance expert for biological drug products
at Novartis in Stein, Switzerland. Here he received
additional training in project management and a
deep insight into the drug development process.
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Fiona Smith
Research Assistant
BSAppSc (Medical Techonology), GradDip (Biotechnology)
Fiona Smith joined the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory in 2017 after many years
working as a Research Assistant. She began her
association with medical research straight from
high school at the Walter and Elisa Hall Institute
for Medical Research in Melbourne where she was
employed as a laboratory technician.
Fiona loved science at school but deferred university
to get some real world experience. While she was
working she commenced a degree in applied
Science (Medical Technology) which she completed
over the next six years while working full time. It
was at the Walter and Elisa Hall Institute that Fiona
began working with Professor Andrew Boyd, a
renowned leader in Eph receptor biology and
cancer.

When Andrew retired at the end of 2016 Fiona took
the opportunity to transfer to the Sid Faithfull Brain
Cancer Research Laboratory. Fiona’s hope is that
her laboratory skills and knowledge of Eph receptors
can now be utilised to learn more about brain
cancer and ultimately help in the challenge of finding
better treatments for patients. Fiona enjoys coming
to work each day and working with a fantastic group
of scientists committed to cancer research.
Fiona loves working in this team, especially knowing
that work done in this laboratory will potentially
translate to better outcomes for patients suffering
with brain cancer.

Moving to Brisbane to continue working with
Andrew in the Leukaemia Foundation Laboratory at
QIMR Berghofer, her main focus was studying Eph
receptors and the role they played in Leukaemia
and other cancers. This was also the laboratory that
Professor Bryan Day started his scientific training
(honours and PhD) and where he first researched
EphA3 as a potential therapeutic target for
Glioblastoma.
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Courtney Jurd
Administration Officer and PA
BBus Hons (Human Resource Management & Digital Media)
Courtney Jurd joined the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory in June 2018. She is a
Bachelor of Business graduate with a professional
background in Business Administration and
Human Resource Management. Prior to joining the
Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer Research Laboratory,
Courtney worked in a number of paediatric and
adult hospitals across Queensland, Australia. She
thoroughly enjoyed contributing her administration
skillset within the healthcare sector, an area she is
truly passionate about.
This passion combined with the belief that evidencebased research is integral for patients wishing to
attain optimal health, led her to join Professor Bryan
Day’s team.

Courtney is responsible for the maintenance of the
QIMR Berghofer Tissue and Culture Tumour Bank
and assists with sample pick-up. She also liases
with collaborating laboratories wishing to utilise the
much sought-after Q-Cell resource.
She utilises her digital media skills to maintain the
laboratory’s website as well as any electronic or
in-print promotional materials. Courtney also had
the opportunity to be part of the authorship team
on the Acta Neuopathologica publiation accepted in
December 2019.
Courtney enjoys working with this highly skilled and
motivated group in this highly fulfilling support role.

Courtney’s focus as a member of this group is to
provide the best administrative support possible so
that Professor Bryan Day and the wider team can
concentrate first and foremost on the vital research
being conducted.
During her time with the laboratory, she has had
the opportunity to be part of a number of different
projects. Courtney coordinates the Brisbane Brain
Cancer Journal Club. This is a multi-disciplinary
meeting held at QIMR Berghofer each month with
the aim of discussing new research and enhancing
collaboration within the brain cancer community.
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Anja Kordowski
PhD Student
BSc (Biological Science), MSc (Cell Biology and Molecular Neurobiology)
Anja is a first year PhD student in the Sid Faithfull
Brain Cancer Research Laboratory enrolled at the
University of Queensland.
After obtaining a degree as a registered nurse in
Germany and working in this job for six years, she
completed a Bachelor’s degree in Biological Science
at Ruhr-University Bochum and a Master’s degree at
the European Cancer Stem Cell Research Institute
at Cardiff University in the UK.
For both of her theses, Anja focused primarily on
GBM research and was determined to find a PhD
project in this very field. When she started looking
for positions, she did not expect to find the ideal
project 16,000km away, but this together with the
chance to work in a lab with exceptionally good
resources, made it easy for her to decide to move to
Australia.

She is very excited to investigate this untreatable
disease and is highly motivated to better understand
the mechanisms driving this rare cancer. During
her PhD, Anja plans to study Eph receptors as
therapeutic targets, as well as intratumoural
heterogeneity and the tumour microenvironment.
With her background as a nurse, Anja keeps
sight of the big picture and hopes that she will
contribute something meaningful with her research
into the treatment of DIPG. Ultimately, she aims to
support and help young patients suffering from this
devastating malignancy.

Prof Bryan Day gave Anja the opportunity to
establish and work on projects that concentrate on
a rare, but lethal paediatric brain cancer – Diffuse
Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG).
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Kylah Bradbrook
Research Assistant
BBiomed Sc (Hons)
Kylah Bradbrook graduated from the University of
Queensland with a Bachelor of Biomedical Science
after completing her honours year within the
Queensland Brain Institute in 2018. After graduation,
she worked full time as a practical demonstrator
within the School of Biomedical Science at the
University of Queensland.
Her passion for helping others combined with
her avid interest in neuroscience and molecular
biology, led her to join the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory as a volunteer researcher in
January 2020. She was motivated to volunteer with
this laboratory as she had a desire to help research
brain cancer due to the poor survival and quality of
life experienced by these patients.

Through utilisation of these primary cell lines, she
aims to identify potential therapeutic targets specific
for these cell lines such as Eph receptors that can
be translated to novel treatments.
Kylah hopes that her research will contribute to
closing the gap in our understanding of brain cancer
and hopefully contribute to personalised care for
these patients.

Kylah is now working as a Research Assistant,
helping with the culturing of GBM cell lines and
various molecular biology techniques. Her work is
focused on research with samples of rare gliomas
such as oligodendroglioma and epithelioid GBM,
sourced through the laboratories GBM tumour bank.
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Emeritus Professor Andrew Boyd
Professor Andrew Boyd is the long term
mentor of Professor Day; they have worked
together on brain cancer since 2004 at
QIMR Berghofer. Professor Boyd’s research
focus is the biology of cancer, particularly
the elucidation of potential targets for
cancer therapy and Eph receptor biology.
Together the achievements of Professor
Boyd and Professor Day and their
respective groups have led to the
development of a successful and diverse
international competitive brain cancer
research program at QIMR Berghofer.
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New Staff
Niclas Skarne
Niclas will be joining us as a PhD student after completing his
Master’s of Research (Biochemistry) at University College London.
He will be studying the underlying molecular mechanisms that
drive brain cancer recurrence.

2019/2020 Alumni
Soonjung Lee
BBiomedSc (Hons)
Soonjung spent the majority of 2019 with the Sid Faithfull Brain
Cancer Research Laboratory completing an Honour’s project.
Her hard work combined with the guidance she received in our
team allowed her to graduate with a High Distinction.
Soonjung has gone on to pursue further studies in the field of
Medicine.

Dr Manasi Jiwrajka
BA (Hons) Neuroscience, MBBS, MPhil Candidate
Dr Manasi Jiwrajka has recently submitted her MPhil thesis and
has finalised her experiments in the Sid Faithfull Brain Cancer
Research Laboratory.
Manasi will go on to work full-time at the Royal Brisbane
and Women’s Hospital as a clinical doctor. Here she will
work alongside a number of our clinical associates in the
Neurosurgery Department.
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Thank you again for your
ongoing support.
Your generosity has enabled us to
continue making significant advances in
brain cancer research.
Better treatments and patient outcomes
are closer than they have ever been.
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